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Busting Up AT&T
Jan. 8, 1982, will gp down as the most memo-

rable day in the history of antitrust enforcement. First, the government announced an
agreement that would force giant American
Telephone to spin of $80 billion of its assets.
Hours later, the government reported that it
had also lost a big casq-and dismissed a
thirteen-year-old suit that sought to break
up IBM. There was no direct connection
between the cases, but the dual actions
launched a new race between AT&T and
IBM to dominate the exploding communicaPage 58
tions revolution.

A Deadly Deluge
Freakish winter storms-the first of
l982-punished vast areas of the nation
last week. Hardest hit was northern California, where a deluge reduced hillsides
to muddy rivers that buried whole neighborhoods and sent flood waters surging

The West's Mixed Chorus
As Solidarity kept up its campaign of passive resistance, Ronald Reagan persuaded
West Germany's Helmut Schmidt to speak
out against the "Soviet pressure" on Poland. But Reagan had to forgo any demand
that the allies join the United States in concerted sanctions against Moscow. Page 40

through city streets (above). The California tempest caused $250 million in
damages and claimed at least 39 lives.
Officials feared the death toll would rise

3#lsoctm

when afewhouses stillburied in the mud
Page 24
were finally

reached.

TheGreatGretzky @

Hs'5skinny,slow,andnoteven
very strong. But in ody hig
third season i:r the National

Hockey League, Wayne Gretzky has become the dominant
star of the game. Subtle and

now is

himself.
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Bell nelwork: Competition will force long-distance phone rates down but local bills will probably go up

Ma Bell's Big Breakup
As head of the world's
largest corporatir.rn, Anrerican Telephone & Telegraph

Co. chairman Charles L.
Browrr routinely handles
enormous pressures. But
last week his face was grim and his voice
shaky as he conlirmed the news:

AT&T

and

the U.S. Department of Justice had just
agreed to tear the phone company apart,

divesting Ma Bell of two-thirds of her
assets. It was not a total defeat for
AT&T, but it was a stunning victory for
Justice, which has been trying to break
up the Bell system tbr seven years. When

a reporter asked Assistant

Attorney

General William F. Baxter whether his

antitrust division had won, Brown
jumped up and answered: "It's exactly
what the government wanted."
Just four and a half hours later, the
Justice Department conceded a defeat of
its own. After thirteen years of litigation
and the spending of hundreds of millions

of dollars in

corporate and Federal

funds, the government announced that it
was dropping the other rnassive antitrust
suit on its docket-against Lilcrnational
Business Machines Corp. (page 60). "It

is perfectly clear that IBM obtained its
very large market share in an entirely
legal way," Baxter said. The case against
the computer giant, he added apologet58

ically, was a classic example of the government's trying to reach too far.
For corporate America, it was an epochal
day. Within a few hours, the U.S. Government had announced the end of the two

history-and settled them in ways that promise to have

biggest antitrust cases in

profound effects on the economic landscape. Both decisions reflect the Reagan
B a x t e r, B ro w n ( l eft re a r ) :'
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Administration's recognition that galloping technological change has rendered obsolete many of the old rules governing corporate behavior. And both embody the
Administration's desire to loosen corporate
competition from government regulations.
IBM, for example-now freed from antitrust worries--could become more aggressive than ever against the burgeoning domestic competitors (page 63).
The significance of the AT&T divestiture is likely to be far greater. Once Ma
Bell spins otr its local telephone operations, as the Justice deal requires, it will
be free for the first time to use its formidable research and manufacturing muscle, and its long lines, to enter any

market

AT&T officials want. By almost every
estimate, the breakup of the Bell system
will ultimately prove advantageous to
AT&T, which is losing the least profitable part ofits business and retaining the

fastest-growing, most lucrative

seg-

ments. What is left of Ma Bell could turn

out to be the dominant power in the
emerging information age-a competitive threat to other telecommunications

companies, cable television systems,
newspapers and even mighty IBM itself.
Under the terms of the AT&T settlement, the corporation must within six
months submit to the Justice Department a plan for spinning ofl its 22 local
NEWSWEEK,/JANUARY 18, 1982

operating companies, with combined assets
of $80 billion. Just how is Ma Bell's option.
It might prefer to put ill these subsidiaries
into one enormous company, which would
have estimated annual revenues of $27 billion, or it might qeate22 separate companies that could cooperate, for example, in
engineering projects where combined efort
would be more efficient. The final a$an5ement will become efective eighteen months
from the time last week's settlement is declared final in court.
Awesome Prospect: That leaves AT&T
itself with three main components (table):
its long-distance operations, its Western

provide universal and end-to-end service,"
AT&T president William Ellinghaus said
last week. "It's hard to pull away from
that." Yet it was probably inevitable. In
recent months, it has become increasingly clear to outsiders and AT&T offi-

cials alike that the government's case
against Bell-particularly its documenta-

al Edward C. Smults had removed themselves from the proceedings because ofpast
ties with Ma Bell, Baxter was calling the
shots for the Administration with extraordinary independence.

Soon,'AT&T vice president and general
counsel Howard Trienens was meeting reg-

tion of "predatory" policies designed to exclude potential competitors from long-dis-

ularly with Baxter, usually in the antitrust
chief's cavernous office on Constitution
Avenue, and the two legal adversaries be-

tance markets-was very strong.

came fast friends. Early in December, when

AT&T had come within a whisker of Trienens complained half-jokingly about

settling the case nearly a year
ago. Jimmy Carter's antitrust

where the talks were headed,
Baxterreplied in the same vein.

Electric manufacturing subsidiary and its

Bell Laboratories research arm-a combined entity with annual revenues estimated

at $42 billion. In addition, AT&T will own
all the telephones and switchboards currently in the hands of its customers-pro-

viding the company with inventory for a
new "Baby Bell" subsidiary, which will be
able to ofer a far wider range of telecommunications products and services, including home computers and perhaps even cable
TV. Already, the awesome prospect of an
unregulated manufacturing and marketing

Two historic antitrust
decisions pit a
slimmed-dowru AT&T

against a freed IBM
in the information age.
operation backed by the formidable research-and-development facilities of Bell
Labs-considered by many to be the best in

the world-may have other equipment
makers lining up to ask Congress for

protection.
Wall Street analysts predict that AT&T's
3 million stockholders will eventually benefit from the breakup. Although no one yet
knows what corporate form Ma Bell's 22
otrspring will ultimately take, the stockholders will retain their shares ofTelephone
stock and get new shares in the entity or
entities spun off-so that their proportional
interest in the new setup will remain the
same. The betting is that the stock market
will put more total value on AT&T's parts
than it does on the whole as it now exists.
Some analysts believe that the slimmeddown parent will become one of the most
exciting growth stocks ofthe next decadeand expect strong demand when trading
resumes this week.
Despite its potential advantages, however, the divestiture will be a real wrench
for Charley Brown and other AT&T execu-

Christoph BlumricH{EwswEE(

Sorry, you have been disconnected: 22 phone companies on their own

chiel Sanford Litvak, agreed to drop the
government's case if Bell divested itself of
two or three of the operating companies,

"Well," he said, "you know you
can always consider divestiture."
A week before Christmas, Trien-

ind possibly parts of Western Electric. But
Baxter, who was awaiting his confirmation
as Assistant Attorney General, told Litvak
he would not support the plan and it was
dropped.
Baxter was not against any sort ofsettlement, however, andsoon afterhe took ofrce
he began exploratory talks with AT&T officials. Ma Bell began to listen with special
interest last August, when Baxter testified
in Congress that he would accept a new
communications,act that would zol require
a breakup of AT&T-if the act laid another
layer of tough regulation on the company's
proposed computer services. At the time,
AT&T officials were fighting for a bill that
would wipe out many of the rules barring

ens came back and said, "We've
been thinking about it. Maybe

you're right." Baxter replied,
"Ifyou want to go for the basic
divestiture, we'll give you a
real short decree. " And, says a
Baxter aide, "It became clear
that they really were serious. "
On New Year's Eve, the Jus-

tice Department announced
that preliminary settlement
discussions were under way.

Skiing Baxter promptly flew
to Utah for a skiing vacation,

in the
hands of aides and telling them not to call
leaving face-to-face negotiations

him before 8 a.m. at his Park City ski
lodge. They called him daily-within min-

tives. For decades, the company's creed has
required that all local and long-distance
calls be handled by one huge carrier. "I've
been in the Bell system for 41 years and

Bell's entry into computer manufacturing
and related markets, but they sensed that
Baxter was a force to be reckoned with.

was raised with the idea that we should

Since both Attorney General William

phone with both Trienens and AT&T
chairman Brown. All told, the negotiators

French Smith and Deputy Attorney Gener-

worked up about twenty drafts ofan agree-
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utes of 8 o'clock. And at night he talked by
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fudge Edelstein with transcripts from the case, IBM\ Opel: The market achieved what the trustbustcrs could not

The Antitrusters' Bust
===-E
EE=-=.E

The small group of lawyers for the Justice Depart-

ment looked glum, but the
platoon of elegantly groomed defense attorneys didn't bother to conceal their glee,
laughing and slapping each other on the
back. Shortly after 4 p.m. last Friday, Federal District Judge David N. Edelstein entered his New York courtroom for yet
another hearing ofthe lengthiest proceed-

ing in the Justice Department's history.

The 7l-year-old judge, who had spent six
years on the case, demanded to know why
the government was not represented by its

trust-busting chief, Assistant Attorney
General William Baxter.
Three times the boyish government attorney, Abbott Lipsky, 32,tied to apologizefor his boss's absence-but the angry

judge cut him

otr

maintain a monopoly in the computer business.
Last week, though, antitrust chief Baxter
insisted that whilethere is some indication
that IBM had engaged in "bad practices,"
there was only "flimsy" evidence that
those practices had anything to do with
maintaining a monopoly.
engaged in illegal acts to achieve and

Regardless of the initial merits of the
suit, during the thirteen years that the case

droned through the courts, IBM's dominance was challenged on every front. Persistent competition from such aggressive
outfits as Control Data, Amdahl, Honeywell and Japan Inc. cut the company's
share of the mainframe computer market
from about 70 percent in 1969 to an esti-

Finally

Lipsky told Edelstein what he
clearly did not want to hear: the
government had decided that
its chances of success were
outweighed by the costs ofcontinuing to prosecute. With that
admission, the government's
massive antitrust suit against

International Business Machines Corp.-the so-called
Methuselah case of American
jurisprudencs-was over.
Mistakq Announced four
and a half hours after the Justice Department's settlement
with AT&T, its IBM decision
represented a semi-graceful re-

treat from what is widely regarded as the biggest antitrust
mistake the government has
ever made. The suit was filed

60

on the last business day of the Johnson
Administration. It charged that IBM had

IBM

lawyerc at Rigine's:'A complete vindication'

mated 62 percent today. According to
Baxter, even if the government had won its
suit, it would have had difrculty deciding
how to foster greater competition.
IBM's chief trial attorney, Thomas
Barr, hailed the settlement as a "complete
vindication" and later suggested that the
case itself had been a complete waste of
time. The measurable dimensions of the
proceeding are awesome enough: 2,500
depositions, 66 millisn pagss of documents
and more than 300 lawyers employed on
the case at one timeor another, plgs asmall
army of IBM paralegal staffers. By one
estimate, the direct cost to the government
amounted to $13.4 million, but because a
company's legal costs are tax deductible,
Barr argues that the taxpayers were in fact
footing IBM's far greater legal bills, too.
The psychological costs were equally taxing: at one point IBM tried to remove
Judge Edelstein from the case on the
ground that he was personally
biased against the company.

And no one can say for

sure

how much business IBM lost
to distraction or uncertainty
aroused by the suit.
Safety: But the losses were
substantial. IBM had to defend
itselfnot only against the Jusalso
tice Department,

but

against competitors whom the
government's action prompted

to flle similar complaints of
their own. Although most of
the private suits were eventual-

ly settled in IBM's favor, the
sheer weight of litigation
frightened both shareholders
and management. Suddenly
IBM, famed for its bold marketing and pricing strategies,
began to play it safe. Rather

NEWSWEEK,4ANUARY 18,
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than trying to undercut its competitors'

prices, it consistently charged more-allowing rivals to move in on IBM's traditional markets and carve out substantial
positions of their own.

While new competition would

have

eventually sprouted as a consequence of
exploding technological progress, IBM's
lack ofaggression accelerated the process.

"I'm glad the suit was brought," says
Marvin Kosters, head of the American
Enterprise Institute's regulatory-analysis
group, "and I'm glad it's being dropped.
The computer industry appeared threatened in the late 1960s, and it is good to
force dominant companies to be extremely
careful about what they do. . . . but it is bad
to punish successful companies merely because they are a success."
By the late 1970s IBM finally realized
how costly its timidity had become and
took offits legal gloves. "For the past three
years, IBM has been operating as if the

Justice Department didn't exist,"

says

Paine Webber analyst Sanford Garrett.

1979,

for

In

example, the company an-

nounced a new series of mainframe com-

puters with prices so low that they cut

deeply into the profits

of

competing

manufacturers.
New Products: More recently, under the
leadership of chief executive John R. Opel,
IBM has concentrated on strengthening its
marketing network and developing new
products. The company has opened a series

of"business computer centers" to attract
the owners of small businesses, and its new

personal computers

will be sold through

Computerlandretailstoresand anewchain
ofspecialty outlets being opened by Sears,
Roebuck & Co. Aided by a massive advertising program, IBM could soon be selling
as many as 350,000 personal computers a
year. Many analysts doubt that the antitrust settlement will make IBM's marketing efforts any more aggressive than they
already are, but they fully expect the com-

pany to begin acquiring other high-technologycompanies.
Long-range strategies were far from the
minds of the 200 lawyers, executives, secretaries and spouses who gathered at New
York's glittery R6gine's discothdque to sip
champagne in celebration of the settle-

ment. "It's like VJ Day.back in '45," exclaimed one eleven-year veteran of the
case. "Monday some people may have to
think about going back to jobs they haven't
considered in years." And that could be a
sobering experience. Instead of confronting the Justice Department, IBM will have
to face the newest behemoth in the computer industry-AT&T. And in that competition, IBM is by no means the odds-on
favorite.
HARRY ANDERSON with HOWARD FINEMAN
in Washington and ERIK IPSEN md
FRANK GIBNEYJR. in New York
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current Bell competitors, like William

ment, sometimes redoing big chunks,

tions Corp., a major carrier of intercity

sometimes tinkering with the wording of a
paragraph or two.

The final draft of the agreement was
flown to Baxter last Tuesday by Justice
Department attorney Loren Hershey, who
also carried with him the text of the IBM
agreement. Baxter was skiing when Hershey arrived, but when he got offthe slopes
he approved the draft and flew back to
Washington Thursday to clear it with the
White House. Brown and Trienens signed
the agreement in his office at 8 a.m. Friday
and four hours later joined Baxter at the
National Press Club to make it public.
Why did Ma Bell suddenly settle after
seven years ofcourt battle and an estimated
$360 million in legal fees (versus an estimated $ 15 million spent by the government)? One reason, Brown

McGowan, chairman of MCI Communicamessages, seem

to share Baxter's equanim-

ity. "I'm not afraid of competing with Ma
Bell on long distance," he says. "We're
much more efficient than they are, which
isn't that hard to do."
But evena slimmed-down MaBellhas the
financial muscle, the manufacturing knowhow and the research expertise to pick otr
most competitors as if they were crows on a
phone pole. The Bell Labs-Western Electric
machine, in the past largely restricted to the
development of telephone equipment, can
now market whatever its deep thinkers can
conjure up for the information market. And
from now on, AT&T need not restrict itself
to equipment. Cable TV companies and

newspaper publishers fear that

Ma Bell

said, was the prospect of more
years oflitigation: "We have no
stomach at all for a long appeals
review." Also, the antitrust suit
threatened to delay or hamper
AT&T's entry into the deregulated data-processing fi eld.
But the major reason seems
to be that the government's case
against Bell was very well docu-

mented-and both Bell officials and U.S. District Judge
Harold Greene, who presided
over the case, were well aware
of its strength. Last September,

Greene denied AT&T's petition to dismiss the suit in unusually strong terms. He said that
the antitrust department had

\:;
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demonstrated that "Bell has
violated the antitrust laws in a
number of ways over a lengthy
Larry Downing-NEwswEEK
period of time," particularly in
fusfice
Department
staffers
reach
out:
Barden
of proof
locking out equipment makers
and common carriers that
wanted to hook into the Bell network. The may also push into their businesses.
judge placed the burden on AT&T to refute
The main reason for their concern is that
the government's case. AT&T apparently AT&T already has the country wired. Not
began to wonder if it might not be better to
long ago, the company seemed to have
settle with Baxter rather than chance an abandoned its plans for experimenting with
even tougher divestiture order from Greene.
an electronic version of its yellow pages
"Ofthe heroes in this play, Harold Greene is that would be piped over the wires into
the biggest one," says Philip Verveer, an homes. It consented to a provision in the
antitrust lawyer who once worked on the Senate communications bill pushed by the
case for the government. "If it weren't for
newspaper publishers that prohibited such
him, it wouldn't have happened."
a move, which would spell formidable
'Iroay': Although Baxter denies that he competition for classified advertising. But
considered the AT&T and IBM cases to be if the communications legislation sponformally related, he admits that one reason sored in both the House and Senate now
he felt free to unleash AT&T in the unregudies, obviated by the Justice Department's
lated electronic-information field was that divestiture consent decree, the publishers
he knew that a powerful IBM would be may have that problem facing them again.
there-unencumbered by antitrust litiga- "They got it right between the eyes," says a
tion-to keep Ma Bell competitively hon- lawyer who is familiar with the publishers'
est. "The irony of these two cases coming concerns.
together," he says, "is that IBM and the
Some potential competitors argue that
unregulated AT&T company are very like- AT&T is still in a position to subsidize its
ly to turn out to be each other's most in- new deregulated ventures with profits from
tense competitors in the years ahead. " Some
its regulated business----even though the
61
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Ormond Gigli

Peeking into AT&T's newfuture: Inspecting microprocasors in the laboratory Qefi), an experimental home-intormation system in Florida

regulated operating companies will be
divested. The Federal Communications
Commission still oversees long-distance
rates, and by allowing AT&T to earn a fixed
return on its investment, it assures the company ofprofits that could be used to manufacture small computers, for example. But
there is a real chance that as competition for
long-distance calls heats up, the FCC regulation will be modified.
Skimming'Cream': Despite their complaints, the other long-distance companies

stand to gain from AT&T's divestiture
agreement. Until now, AT&T has done
whatever it could-sometimes illegally, the
government maintains-to hamper competitors, allowing them, for instance, only to hook up with 'I never
Touch-Tone phones or forcing back.'
them to use twelve extra digits for
long-distance calls. Now AT&T
and the divested companies will
have to give all competitors full access to the network. The smaller
carriers can continue to skim the
"slsasf'-114ffic between highvolume sities-while Ma Bell will
still be forced by the FCC to serve
long-distance callers even in the
most remote areas ofthe country.

The growing competition for
long distance has already put
downward pressure on rates. At
the same time, local rates have
been going up. Many expertsincluding officials of the local telephone companies-say they will
go up even faster once the Bell
spin-offtakes place. Bell has long
maintained that relatively high
rates on long-distance calls have
subsidized local rates. New York
Telephone said last week that it
62

now expects its basic monthly phone rate
for consumers to double to $20 overthe next
flve years. But this switch to bring both
long-distance and local calls more in line
with the actual cost ofproviding the services
was already under way. About a year ago,
for example, the FCC allowed the operating
companies to begin writing offtheir equipment at a faster rate, and those write-ofs

will soon show up as $3 to $4 monthly

other carriers for local hookups for the calls,
and they can now bargain with AT&T, their
former parent, for the best possible split.
The operating companies will also be forced
to be more cost conscious themselves since

they no longer have the protection of
AT&T's financial umbrella. And the local
companies' rates are all still regulated by
state public-utility commissions, which will

underheavy pressure to keep rates in line.
The California Public Utilities Commission, which oversees Pacific Telephone &
tlement will not, by itself, force up local Telegraph Co. (PT&T), the largest of the
telephone bills. The operating companies local companies to be spun off, has already
will still get a share of long-distance rev- objected to the settlement terms that require Pacific T&T to sell its phones, switchenues, in the form of fees from AT&T and
boards and other terminal equipworry. AT&T has such a nice way of always bouncing ment to Ma Bell. Commission
president John E. Bryson says that
Alan Dunn, @ 1967 The New Yorker
this equipment is the subsidiary's
be

increases in local phone bills.
Some experts argue that the antitrust set-

most modern, since local

ex-

change equipment has benefited
less

from technological advances,

and he argues that AT&T should
not be allowed to buy it for just its
book value.

"If Mobil wants to buy
Paciflc Telephone's

up all of

equipment that serves customers

in their homes and handles longdistance calls, Mobil would have
to bid substantially above net val-

ue," he says. "We think PT&T
should get no less than that kind of
on-going business value." Bryson
says his commission will try to
intervene in the case, and it may
get that chance. Assuming that his
court wins jurisdiction over the
decree, Judge Greene has prom-

ised

to hold 60 days of

public

hearings on the settlement starting this week.

Some observers

think

NEWSWEBK,/JANUARY
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Greene may be a bit testy when he walks
into court. And since the deal will not be
final without court approval, there is still a
chance it will not go through. "This isn't a
done deal," says one attorney familiar with
the case. "It's a 90 percent done deal." The

fate of the decree may well rest on the
arguments thejudge hears during the public
discussions. And an AT&T official quipped
last week that "Federaljudges are like 800pound gorillas. They can do whatever they

want." But neither Justice nor AT&T ofrcials expected any real resistance from
Greene.

With the antitrust suit out of the way, Ma

Bell's competitors may try harderthan ever
to win concessions from Congress. Democratic Rep. Timothy E. Wirth of Colorado
has vowed to keep the forum open. "My
legislation addresses the full range oftelecommunications issues, of which the rela-

would keep Congress interested, although

Congress has largely been driven by Ma Bell

so far their efforts have been fragmented
and mostly ineffective.
StiU, it is probably too early to predict
what might happen on Capitol Hill. Legislators, as well as consumers, competitors
and investors havejust begun to sort out the
wide-ranging implications of setting a lean
new Bell loose in a technological free-forall. Whatever the ultimate fallout, the
AT&T decision marks a milestone in the

hersel! since AT&T officials viewed new

annals

legislation as a means to get rid of old regulations. With the rules killed by fiat, much
of the proposed legislation may die. Bell's
myriad competitors might salvage some-

launches an explosive new phase ofthe com-

tionship between AT&T's local-exchange
activities and the rest ofthe company is only
one, albeit a critical one," says Wirth. But

the telecommunication-reform effort in

of antitrust enforcement-and

munications revolution.
DAVID PAULY with CHRISTOPHER MA,
WILLIAM J. COOK, HOWARD FINEMAN and
LUCY HOWARD in Washington and
CONNIE LESLIE in New York

thing by forming a strong coalition that

LESTER C. THUROW

A New Era of Competition
combines. A government-owned Renault
supported by state banking or a company
belonging to the Mitsubishi group with its
extensive cooperation and lines ofcredit is

simply more powerful than an American
firm with the same sales.
IBM has some of the same problems that
plague General Motors-in a less acute
form. Whatever its monopoly power may

in 1969, in 1982 competition is a
fact of life. Prime, Wang, Digital, Fujitsu,
Hitachi, Siemefls, Philips, Olivetti-the list
of efective competitors rolls on and on. It is
not at all obvious that IBM, or even an
American firm, will dominate the computer
market of the future. The millions spent on
the IBM case would have been better spent
have been

'Tt
I

h. IBM and AT&T

cases were the last

dinosaurs of the antitrust era. Never
again are we apt to witness massive cases

that stretch on for decades and grind up
hundreds of millions of dollars in corporate
and Federal resources.

No one knows why dinosaurs

became

extinct, but it was probably some change in
the environment combined with an animal
that had become too large and too highly
specialized. The dinosaur was also
famous for having very little brain

relative to body weight and probably did not change its habits easi-

ly. Antitrust sufers from all of
these problems.
There has been a massive change

**

ifthey had been plowed back into research
and development on keeping America No. I
in computers.

Antitrust action often

faces competitors that are our financial and technological equals. Even
some of the largest American corporations

are in danger of being driven out of busifor example, of General Motors. For many years it was the largest
industrial firm in the wodd. Today, even if
it were the only American auto manufacness. Think,

it

would still be in a competitive

flght for its life.
What seems large relative to the United
States is not large when considered in the
context of the world economy. This is particularly true when it is recognized that
foreign firms are often government owned,
backed by state banking or belong to larger
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productive economy?

In answering

this

question, bigness is not alw ays badness, and
mergers are not always anticompetitive.
Recently the Justice Department threatened to file an antitrust suit preventing a
mergerbetween Schlitz and Heileman in the
brewing industry although the two companies together would have been smaller than
either of the two leaders, Anheuser-Busch
and Miller, which are threatening to drive
everyone else out of the beer business. Real

competition would have been enhanced by
the merger, but a rote interpretation of ancient practices led to an action that
was counterproductive with respect
tocompetition.
Or consider the judge who pre-

(9rff#!ji:t:ffi:.,"

in the environment. For the first
time in many decades, America

turer,

were going to be crushed by other strong
competitors in any case.*
But the problems of antitrust extend beyond that of a changing environment. Enforcement often loses sight of what should
be the predominant question. How do we
make the United States a more efficient and

vented amergerbetween Mobil and

Marathon Oil yet allowed United
States Steel to acquire Marathon.
The competitiveness of the oil business is not going to be affected if Mo-

bilacquiresMarathon.Oilpricesare
The IBM case also raises an intriguing
question. If IBM's monopoly was so terrible, why were we as a society willing to
embark on a remedy that probably would
havetaken twenty years to complete? Ifyou
can wait twenty years to solve a problem,
you probably don't have a problem.
The same competitive situation is looming on the horizon.in telecommunications.
New technologies and foreign competitors
are about to engulf the industry. If America
is to survive economically, it needs the
strongest possible competitors in this industry. A strong AT&T will undoubtedly crush
some weak American f.rms, but these firms

in a worldwide market dominated by
-set
OPEC where no American corporation, no
matterhow large, is going to havemonopoly
power. It is also ironic that the law permits
an acquisition by a steel company-those
peerless industrial leaders who have led
America into failure in the steel business.
Out-of-court settlements of the IBM and
AT&T cases are steps in the right direction,
but we still need further improvements in

the ratio of intelligence to body weight in
antitrust matters.
rI made many of these sme arguments last month as a
witn€ss for AT&T in the Federal court responsible for its
antitrust case.
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